
 

FORBES BLOGGING GUIDELINES   

We trust that you will use your best judgment when publishing your content. These guidelines are 

designed to help you understand our readers’ expectations and suggest ways that will help you build 

your audience.  

Game Plan: Blogging works best if you follow a game plan. Figure out what topics you’re covering, 

explain your focus to your readers, and then stick with your strategy.  

Timing: Usually, posts get the most traffic when published between 10 am and 2 pm Eastern.  

Breaking News: You may be able to get a traffic boost by covering breaking news stories suggested by 

Forbes editors.  

Headlines: Please write your headlines in Title Case.  

Attribution/Links: Readers like to check out your original sources themselves. When you comment on a 

news article or blog post published elsewhere, you should credit the source and provide a link to that 

source. Readers come to your page to read content that you created so block quotes should be kept to a 

minimum (under twenty percent of any one post). 

Images: Images work best when they are a JPEG of less than 100 kb. Images look best if they are less 

than 400 px (if horizontal) or 200 x 300 px (if vertical).  

Conflicts of Interest: Our readers expect you will disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest 

concerning topics covered in your blog. (You may also be legally required to make these disclosures). 

This includes any financial interest in any product, firm, or commercial venture relating to your post’s 

subject. You should not use your association with Forbes to solicit or accept free or discounted goods or 

services.  

Copyright: You are responsible for obtaining the necessary licenses, rights, consents, and permissions 

for Forbes to use all content contained in your posts including any photographs, images, and/or audio or 

visual material contained in them. This includes the rights to any music or footage used in videos that 

you publish.  

Problematic Content: Controversial posts can be very successful, especially when they are thoroughly 

researched and explained well. However, some controversial posts are likely to offend or alienate your 

readers and, in serious cases, could expose you to potential legal liability. Posts/topics you will want to 

avoid:  

 images or videos that contain nudity or sexual activity  

 “hate speech,” i.e., content that promotes hate or violence towards groups based on race, 

ethnicity, religion, disability, gender, age, veteran status, or sexual orientation/gender identity  

 threats of violence directed at specific people; encouraging readers to engage in violent activity  



 content that is unnecessarily shocking or graphic (ex: close-up images of gunshot wounds or 

accident scenes)  

 confidential information that has not been published elsewhere (online or offline) (ex: someone 

else's credit card numbers, Social Security numbers, unlisted phone numbers, and driver's 

license numbers)  

 impersonations of other people or organizations. Well-executed parodies or satires can work, 

but only when readers aren’t misled about your true identity  

 posts that encourage readers to engage in dangerous or illegal activities  

 posts designed just to drive traffic to your site or to move your site up in search listings  

 links to sites where your readers can obtain unauthorized downloads of other people's 

copyrighted works  

 posts that expose readers to viruses, pop-ups, unwanted software installations or malicious 

code  

 

FORBES EDITORIAL ETHICAL GUIDELINES  

1. Standards of behavior. We expect all members of our editorial staff (“writers”) to maintain the 

highest standard of journalistic ethics and professional integrity. Because our reputation relies on public 

trust, we are strictly accountable for what we publish and must avoid any circumstance that would 

damage our credibility. To that end, editorial employees are required to annually affirm their 

commitment to these guidelines. This document does not cover every circumstance but rather sets the 

tone for what is expected of those who write for Forbes. When in doubt concerning a situation not 

covered in these guidelines, writers should disclose and discuss the matter with their editor.  

2. Accuracy. Our credibility hinges on the reporting of accurate information, honestly and professionally 

obtained. In furtherance of this, writers are expected to test the accuracy of information from all 

sources and exercise care to avoid inadvertent error. When mistakes are made, they should be promptly 

corrected.  

3. Fairness. Sources and subjects of stories should be treated fairly and with respect. To the extent 

possible, writers should identify their sources and give story subjects an opportunity to have their views 

presented.  

4. Conflicts. We aim to avoid all conflicts of interests, real or perceived. Accordingly, writers should 

avoid any association or activity that would compromise their integrity or damage their credibility. E.g.:  

a. Family. Writers should not write about any relative or person with whom they have a close personal 

relationship (except if the personal connection is part of the story).  

b. Business. Writers should not write about a company in which they or a member of their household 

owns a direct equity stake unless that ownership is expressly disclosed. Writers should discuss with their 



editor any other business or financial relationships that may compromise or appear to compromise they 

impartiality on a story they are writing.  

5. Gifts. Gifts, tickets, press discounts, reimbursements or other benefits should not be accepted from 

individuals or organizations that are covered by Forbes. Gifts of more than trivial value should be 

returned with a polite explanation of our policy.  

6. Travel and entertainment. Transportation, lodging and meals should not be accepted from 

individuals or organizations that are covered by Forbes. Press passes, free tickets and review copies are 

permissible if approved by an editor in connection with a specific assignment. None of these may be 

exchanged for profit.  

7. Social media. Information included in Facebook pages, personal blogs and “tweets” represent our 

staff just as much the pieces they write for Forbes. Writers should be careful not to write anything that 

might damage the trust our readers place in us or that reveals confidential company information.  

8. Misuse of Forbes affiliation. Writers may not use their affiliation with Forbes to receive any benefit or 

advantage in commercial transactions or for other personal gain. For example, writers should not use 

company stationery or e-mail to write a personal complaint to a merchant or public agency. 

Be advised that failure to abide by these guidelines could result in your termination as a contributor 
and/or forfeited compensation. 
 


